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Abstract

El Tony Manero Nacional

Hannah Rachel Alpert-Abrams, M.A.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisors: Jason Borge and Cesar Salgado

Raúl, the protagonist of Pablo Larraı́n’s 2008 film Tony Manero, is a se-

rial killer obsessed with Saturday Night Fever. Living in 1970s Chile during the

Pinochet dictatorship, Raúl symbolizes the abuse of Chilean culture committed by

dual hegemonic forces: the political oppression of the Pinochet regime, and the

ideological force of the North American culture industry. His efforts to participate

in Chilean cultural production by staging a dance performance based on Saturday

Night Fever becomes a ridiculous parody of Bhabhain mimicry: almost, but not

quite.

In this paper, I read against the postcolonial narrative of the mimicking sub-

ject in Tony Manero. Using fan theory from Michel de Certeau and Henry Jenkins,

I seek voices of resistance or reappropriation within the film. I argue that because

Raúl’s final dance performance is unplugged from the culture industry, it becomes

a site for the performance of deviant identities and for the construction of a local

community. I find that the film, however, denies the implications of this resistance,

reasserting the omnipotence of the government and of mass media in constructing

cultural identity.
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Part 1: Introduction

Whether viewed as a religious fanatic, a psychopathic killer, a neu-

rotic fantasist, or a lust-crazed groupie, the fan remains a ‘fanatic’ or

false worshiper, whose interests are fundamentally alien to the realm of

‘normal’ cultural experience and whose mentality is dangerously out of

touch with reality. (Jenkins 16)

Pablo Larraı́n’s 2008 movie Tony Manero is, according to a blurb on the

cover of the North American DVD, “an indelible portrait of a sociopath with the

soul of a zombie.” The blurb comes from a New York Times film review, and it

positions the film at the forefront of a market dominated by zombie movies and

slasher films. In Stephen Holden’s original review, however, the film is positioned

differently. “More than an indelible portrait of a sociopath with the soul of a zom-

bie, “Tony Manero” is an extremely dark meditation on borrowed cultural identity,”

Holden writes. In contrast to the marketing blurb, Holden’s article in fact inter-

prets the film as a warning about the dangers that we encounter when we strip a

symbol of its cultural significance. Tony Manero treats the often-troubling impact

of Hollywood films on Chilean cultural identity. The irony, of course, is that the

marketing of Tony Manero as a zombie film enacts precisely this kind of erasure on

the Chilean film — and on Holden’s review.

This article interprets Tony Manero as a critique of the ways that cultural

symbols are transformed when they traverse borders and are taken up by disparate

social groups. I read this critique through a theoretical lens that originates with

Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno’s analysis of what they call the culture in-

dustry. Adorno describes the masses as an appendage of the machinery of cultural
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production (Adorno 99). In the case of Tony Manero, it is the protagonist Raúl who

becomes an appendage of the machine. The film follows a week in the life of Raúl,

a Chilean man obsessed with Saturday Night Fever. By watching and mimicking

the Hollywood film, Raúl becomes an embodiment of what Adorno describes as the

“rigidly conservative ontology” of the culture industry (100).

Adorno’s aggressive critique of the culture industry is sustained in Tony

Manero, but it is modified by the dual forces of globalization and political oppres-

sion. Set in 1978 during the Pinochet dictatorship, the film reflects the complicity

between the global culture industry and local political forces. As in Louis Al-

thusser’s model of “ideological state apparatuses,” communications and culture in-

dustries function as private organizations that nonetheless disseminate and reinforce

the ideology of the state (111). The ideological complicity between the Pinochet

regime, the cinema and the television studios is the subject of the second section of

this article.

In Althusser’s model, the culture industry is subject to the relatively au-

tonomous ideology of the nation. One question that remains open, however, is

whether the Chilean government is able to maintain its authority over the culture

industry — or over the nation. As Néstor Garcı́a Canclini has described, the de-

velopment of a deterritorialized global culture industry in the second half of the

twentieth century has led to the erosion of national citizenship (Consumers 25).

This is particularly troubling in Latin America, where consumption of mass media

far outweighs production (“Industrias” 92). In this context, the balance of discourse

in the public sphere is heavily weighted towards Hollywood. Rather than being a

tool of the regime, one suspects that the regime becomes subject to the ideology of

the private sphere. This implies a parallel threat in the political realm, where the

financial aid that the United States offered the regime challenged the autonomy of
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the Chilean state. In the logic of Tony Manero, the United States and the global

culture industry threaten the authority of Chilean national ideology.

If we read Tony Manero as a critique of the culture industry, as I argue we

should, then Raúl’s violent fandom can be seen as a dangerous consequence of the

interaction between the culture industry and an oppressive political regime. As a

psychopathic killer, Raúl thus fulfills the cultural expectations about fan behavior

reflected in the epigraph from Henry Jenkins. The result is a claustrophobic po-

litical environment where hegemonic ideologies determine individual behavior, as

Adorno claims they do (90). As a representation of Chilean life, of course, this is

deeply troubling. As Deborah Wong writes in her study of popular music, mass-

mediated art forms “provide all-too-fertile ground for Marxist takes on the asym-

metrical relationship between the multinational music industry and a Third World

that’s often depicted as passive and disempowered” (154). Following Wong, I at-

tempt a more nuanced interpretation of fandom in Latin America that seeks out the

ways in which “the ground-level reception of mass-mediated musics can be a site

of real contestation and redefinition” (154).

My search for resistant fandom in Tony Manero draws on reception the-

ory from Michel de Certeau and Henry Jenkins. In his groundbreaking work The

Practice of Everyday Life, de Certeau explores the ways that individuals can live

resistant lifestyles through their creative use of everyday items and texts, writing

that “Reading ... introduces an art which is anything but passive” (xxii). Drawing

on this theory, Jenkins imagines the possibility of a critical and artistic engagement

with popular texts, regardless of the ideological or reductive qualities of the texts

themselves. In this theory, fans poach the text for the elements that serve them best,

selectively rejecting or transforming that which they find unproductive or problem-

atic. (Jenkins 23) This theory transforms the fan from a fanatic (as described in
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the epigraph) to a revolutionary. In my reading of Tony Manero, I seek this kind of

reistance in Raúl’s culminating dance performance. As we will see, however, this

reading is only partially successful.

This article thus explores the ways that Saturday Night Fever functions at

symbolic cross-purposes within Tony Manero. It represents and reinforces the com-

plicit ideologies of the Pinochet dictatorship and the global culture industry, while

simultaneously being poached and reinterpreted for the purpose of cultural produc-

tion and even resistance. In the first part of the essay, I will locate Saturday Night

Fever within the historical context of Chilean cinema and the transnational politics

of disco. I will then consider how Raúl responds to the film in two spaces of ideo-

logical dissemination — the cinema and the television studio. It is in these spaces

that Raúl learns to model oppressive ideologies and inadvertently becomes a tool of

the regime. In the third section, I will look at the space of the restaurant where Raúl

and his dance troupe perform their interpretation of Saturday Night Fever to identify

the ways that the dancers, in the words of Michel de Certeau, “adapt [the dominant

cultural economy] to their own interests and their own rules” (de Certeau xiv). I will

argue that by relocating the dance performance into a lower-class Chilean restau-

rant and by performing according to non-hegemonic criteria, the dancers and their

audience exhibit a form of resistant fandom. Tony Manero, however, ultimately de-

nies that interpretation, constantly reasserting the hegemonic power of the culture

industry.
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Part 2: Transnational Film, Transnational Disco

Néstor Garcı́a Canclini describes the dissemination and consumption of mass

culture in terms of “sociocultural circuits of transnational and regional integration”

(Consumers 26). These circuits incorporate political or top-down dissemination of

media with regional production and creative or resistant consumption. In order to

understand the position of Saturday Night Fever within Tony Manero, then, we need

to contextualize the Hollywood film in terms of both its relationship within power

hierarchies (Hollywood, the Pinochet regime, and the Chilean film industry) and

also its relationship with local disco culture.

To understand the sociopolitical implications of Saturday Night Fever as a

symbol of Hollywood, we can look back to the development of a national Chilean

film industry under the Unidad Popular and its radical transformation after the coup

of September 11, 1973. Under Allende’s government, filmmakers allied themselves

with the socialist cause, producing a Manifiesto de los Cineastas de la Unidad Pop-

ular in which they called for a cinematic art that was revolutionary and dedicated to

the liberation of the masses. Such an ideal linked filmmaking (and cultural produc-

tion more generally) with the development of a unified, socialist national identity.

In practice, however, during the three years of Allende’s presidency, filmmakers

struggled to produce films in line with the national project. At the same time, North

American distribution companies used high taxes as an excuse to stop sending US

and European films to Chile. Given that eighty percent of films shown in Chile at

that time had been distributed by U.S. companies, this had serious consequences

for popular entertainment in Chile (Mouesca and Orellana 133).

In their history of Chilean film, Jacqueline Mouesca and Carlos Orellana

write that “el problema, en suma, se presentó con las caracteristicas de un ver-
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dadero trauma cultural” (134). By describing the shutdown of access to interna-

tional film as a cultural trauma, the authors draw attention to the scholarly diffi-

culties inherent in considering the social function of local and international film

industries with often contradicting ideologies and intentions. Mouesca and Orel-

lana treat the local film project as part of an important process in the development

of a national cultural identity, one that would be threatened by outside influences.

In this case, local films resist the oppressive influence of a globalizing culture in-

dustry. At the same time, the authors treat access to the international market as

necessary for the development of an active Chilean cultural life. The financial sol-

vency not just of the film industry but of local distribution depended on the sale of

international products. Without it, cinema could not survive.

More traumatic than the reduction of the international film market, of course,

were the changes wrought on the industry by the rise of Pinochet. Because of the af-

filiation of major filmmakers with the Unidad Popular, one immediate consequence

of the coup was the systematic dismantling of the industry, as Marı́a de la Luz Hur-

tado describes (cf Mouesca and Orellana 2010). The studios of Chile Films and

of the university film departments were destroyed, most major filmmakers were ex-

iled or disappeared, and a system of heavy censorship was instituted. The result was

what Mouesca and Orellana call an “apagón cultural,” a cultural blackout that lasted

for ten years (145). It was at the end of those ten years — the commencement, ac-

cording to Hurtado, of the recomposition of the film industry — that Saturday Night

Fever arrived in Chile.

This history illustrates a political context in which an idealistic, socialist film

industry dissociated from Hollywood was replaced by the silence of the Pinochet

regime, a silence finally broken by the return of Hollywood in the late 1970s. Sat-

urday Night Fever, then, can be read as a sign of the resuscitation of a formerly
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vacant (or vacated) film industry by the Pinochet regime. Interestingly, in Mouesca

and Orellana’s history of Chilean cinema it is not the revived film industry that

marks a shift in Chile’s political and cultural environment, but instead the rise of

video and television. This is, of course, the subject of Larraı́n’s later film No, and it

represents broader transformations in the cultural consumption of media. As Garcı́a

Canclini points out, with the rise in access to mass media, social action becomes

increasingly intertwined with media consumption (Consumers 27). Garcı́a Canclini

considers this kind of mass media a product of the 1980s and 1990s, and contrasts

it with the public protests against Pinochet and other Latin American dictators. In

Mouesca and Orellana’s history, on the other hand, it seems that mass media took

hold of the public imagination much earlier.

Although television may have been involved in the fall of the regime in the

1980s, television in the late 1970s had not yet become a space for multivalent,

diversified creative expression. Instead, television during this era remained univocal

due to heavy governmental intervention in television production and dissemination.

Two television shows are featured in Tony Manero: the competitions for Chuck

Norris and Tony Manero look-alikes, and the news item announcing the selection

of the traditional Chilean dance form cueca as a national symbol. In each case,

cultural production (global film, local dance) is packaged and transformed for the

political purposes of the regime; voice-overs within the television shows themselves

explicitly tell viewers how to properly interpret the shows along party lines.

In this context, Hollywood functions in Tony Manero as the only alterna-

tive to the voice of the dictatorship. It is worth noting, however, that the voice of

Hollywood is one that seems increasingly obsolete. In Tony Manero, hardly any-

one goes to the movies — theaters showing Saturday Night Fever and later Grease

are empty, and it’s not clear whether the other members of Raúl’s community have
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seen the show. Instead, access to cultural forms of representation is increasingly

mediated through the television, inside people’s homes. Raúl’s efforts to obtain a

television demonstrate this shift, but his attempts are only partially successful and

his conversion is incomplete. Thus as I will describe later, Hollywood’s value is

paradoxically greatest among those farthest from the centers of mass production

and consumption: Raúl and his dance troupe.

It should be apparent, in considering the political context of Saturday Night

Fever, that the film functions as both the face of the Pinochet regime and of its

developing relationship with the North American culture industry. To consider the

social context of the film, we can turn to the history of disco and to a closer reading

of Saturday Night Fever to see how the film may have been viewed or appropriated

against the grain of Hollywood ideologies. As I will show, disco’s aesthetic qualities

mark it as inauthentic and artificial in a way that other mass-mediated musics of

the era were not. This makes Saturday Night Fever the perfect symbol for a culture

industry devoid of content. Yet it may have been these very qualities, which suggest

a certain self-awareness about the limitations of mass culture, that led the music

to be taken up as a subversive form both within the United States and beyond its

borders. In the remainder of this section, I will consider more closely the complex

social significance of disco and of Saturday Night Fever.

To understand the rise of disco music in the 1970s, we need understand its

relationship to contemporary rock music. In his study of the Pet Shop Boys, Mark

Butler describes rock as a genre defined by its relationship to authenticity. In the

1960s, according to Butler, this authenticity represented adherence to a political

cause; by the 1970s, it was more closely affiliated with the pursuit of individual

self-expression (2). In contrast to rock, disco music used drum machines, sampling

and advanced technology to produce music that was often formulaic, simple, and
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upbeat. Similarly, the dance moves associated with disco are highly choreographed

and predictable. It is the artificiality of disco music and dance that allows it to serve

as a particularly effective means of critiquing American culture (Frank and others).

Thus in Tony Manero, the North American culture that makes it across the Chilean

border is something mechanized, artificial, and inauthentic. As a cultural form, it

seems totally unfit to reflect or respond to the violence that surrounds it.

If we look more deeply at the history of disco, however, a more complex

story is revealed. Even though, as Gillian Frank remarks, by the 1970s rock as an

aesthetic genre had fragmented into subgenres like country rock, jazz rock, or soft

rock, it remained coherent as a musical culture that was overwhelmingly white, het-

erosexual, male, and suburban (182). In contrast, disco first became popular among

marginal urban groups on the east coast of the U.S., particularly among Latino,

Black, and Queer communities. Its use of technology made it easily producible and

reproducible; its accompanying dance moves allowed for a kind of universal partic-

ipation that crossed class and racial boundaries (McLeod). Unlike mainstream rock,

then, early disco was associated with cultural difference. Singers were often Latino

or African American, particularly black women, while discotheques were some of

the first safe spaces for public performances of homosexuality (Frank). Indeed, the

use of disco as a means for expressing subversive sexualities was not restricted to

the United States. A study of male homosexual culture in Brazil in the 1970s and

1980s reveals that disco music was similarly a site of newly public homosexual

self-expression in Brazil: as the authors write, “After the success of the movie Sat-

urday Night Fever, doing a ‘Travolta’ became an indispensable activity for any gay

man who considered himself ‘with it”’ (Muniz de Albuquerque Júnior, Ceballos,

and Hallewel 141).

Scholars generally divide the history of disco into two distinct periods: the
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early, subversive dancing of marginalized groups and corporate disco, which ar-

rived on the U.S. scene alongside Saturday Night Fever. Music producer Al Coury,

for example, says that Saturday Night Fever “kind of took disco out of the closet”

(Quoted in Frank 288), while Ken McLeod writes that the film “brought disco firmly

into the realm of the mainstream commercial marketplace” (McLeod 348). At the

same time, the film distanced disco from its own past. According to Susan Bordo’s

reading, although the long scenes of John Travolta dressing, preening, and prepar-

ing himself for a night out might seem sexually subversive, the end of the film is all

about the need to abandon those tendencies (and disco dancing, more broadly) in

favor of a more straight masculine sensibility (22).

Tony Manero follows this interpretation by treating disco as an artificial

form, as I will discuss in the next section of this paper. First, however, I want to read

this narrative against the grain, repositioning Saturday Night Fever in an alternative

interpretive context. If we consider the disco movement from a global perspective,

we see that the film functioned as the means of dissemination for what would be-

come a subversive aesthetic form, as in the previously described case of the gay

Brazilian culture that modeled its disco dancing on John Travolta (see Muniz de

Albuquerque Júnior, Ceballos, and Hallewel). Furthermore, a closer consideration

of Saturday Night Fever, such as the reading by Alice Echols in her 2010 book Hot

Stuff, reveals it to be a complex, multifaceted, and often troubling film in its own

right. The character of Tony Manero, as Echols points out, challenges preconceived

notions of gender roles and economic solvency. In In the article on which the film is

based, Echols writes, the sexual dynamics of the disco club “seemed more martial

than hedonistic, more homosocial than heterosexual, and completely unromantic”.

Susan Bordo expands on this idea in her discussion of the film, drawing attention to

Manero’s narcissistic preening and preference for dancing over sex (22). Although
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in her argument these behaviors are under critique, I argue that Travolta’s heroic

manner effectively brings transgression into the mainstream.

Saturday Night Fever is nonetheless remembered almost universally as the

voice and the face of corporate disco. One way to read the gap between the film’s

complexity and its cultural significance is in terms of the transition between ver-

nacular forms and media-disseminated forms. Samantha Carroll, in her study of

swing dancing in the United States, describes vernacular dance as “an ongoing pro-

cess where ‘owning’ a text is enacted bodily on the dance floor, through using it,

rather than by associating it with a formal institution or organization” (187). While

marginalized groups are empowered through vernacular dance, she explains, they

lack media power — the ability to engage in public discourse through mass media.

The transmission of vernacular forms, as for example footage from a local dance

performance, is always mediated by a hegemonic power, a process that relocates

the form within dominant ideology. When subsequent groups learn to dance based

on these films, they are by necessity participating in the culture industry, rather

than engaging with vernacular or marginal discourse. Following similar reasoning,

we could argue that although Saturday Night Fever may be available for complex

interpretive work, its positioning within Hollywood effectively erases that potential.

We can use this same distinction between vernacular performance and media

power to frame the transnational history of disco and of Saturday Night Fever. Hol-

lywood mediated the movement of disco into Latin America, thereby reconstituting

its vernacular residue as part of the mainstream ideology. Thus when disco arrived

in Argentina, for example, Pablo Vila argues that it threatened the subversive po-

tential of the more native Argentine musical form, rock nacional. He writes, “Lack

of communication replaced communication [...] Individualism replaced solidarity,

private consumption replaced sociability” (Vila and Cammack 136). Vila’s critique
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does not take into account any of the subversive meanings that disco may have held

for individual performers, as for the gay community in Brazil. Because its arrival

in Argentina was mediated by Hollywood, he dismisses it as part of a hegemonic

and therefore problematic ideology.

In a 2007 article from the Santiago newspaper El Mercurio, Constanza López

and Paula Coddou relate the history of disco in Chile, from its origins in the music

of Gloria Gaynor and Donna Summer through its sudden and rapid rise after the

arrival of Fiebre de sábado por la noche. According to this article, disco signaled

a “parenthesis” between two dark periods: the oppressive 1970s, and the economic

crash of 1982. For a brief moment in the late 1970s, the authors recall, Chile was

opened to the international markets and there was a period of economic growth

and renewed hope. In this context disco served as the perfect escape. Like Vila,

López and Coddou describe how elite aesthetics shaped disco’s transnational trans-

mission. They note that although disco was a diverse and marginal music in the

United States, it was first brought to Chile by members of the upper classes who

travelled abroad. In its original Chilean form, then, disco served to differentiate the

cultural elite who had increased access to global culture. As López and Couddou

write, however, from its elite origins disco quickly popularized, until fifty percent

of the FM radio stations played the musical genre.

It is not a coincidence that the most elite disco club in Santiago was called

Disco Hollywood: disco’s entrance into Chilean popular culture was marked by

both its associations with Hollywood and with the cultural elite. In the El Mercu-

rio article this period is remembered nostalgically as a brief moment of liberation

amidst the dark economic circumstances under the dictatorship. Global music al-

lowed for an escape from repressive local conditions. In Tony Manero on the other

hand, as we will see, efforts to “escape” through disco music merely reassert the
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power the regime. Disco thus serves as a symbol of oppressive U.S. intervention

(political and cultural) in Chilean life. In the second part of this article, I will ex-

amine the TV studio and the movie theater as sites of media power and ideological

dissemination that shape Raúl into a mimic of the regime.
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Part 3: Media Power

In his seminal text on fan theory, Henry Jenkins uses the symbol of textual

poaching to describe resistant fandom. This symbol imagines a reader trekking

through the landscape of the text, seeking live meaning with a bow-and-arrow and

killing it for nourishment and sport. The idea is that many living meanings traverse

the text until the reader selects one and fixes it within an interpretive field. Each

reader hunts, and ultimately captures, a different meaning from within the text. The

connotation of death that textual poaching contains is appropriate to an interpreta-

tion of the way that Raúl reads Saturday Night Fever, because he “kills” the movie

and because he kills people. Raúl kills people in order to gain access to television

and film, but he also produces a kind of interpretive death through his rigid and

literal understanding of Saturday Night Fever. In my introduction I described how

as a text crosses borders, its multiple meanings are often wiped away. We might

label this the zombification of the form, in honor of Stephen Holden’s problematic

blurb.1 The text, though still able to function (and destroy), loses its soul.

Consider, for example Raúl’s second visit to the cinema. On the screen is

a scene from Saturday Night Fever where Frank, the brother of John Travolta’s

character, explains why he has left his religious order. “One day you look at a

crucifix, and all you see is a man dying on a cross,” Frank says. “But that’s only

a backdrop to something else. Mama and Papa, their dreams of pious glory. They

turn you into what they wish at the time. You can’t defend yourself against their

fantasies.” As viewers of Saturday Night Fever, we can make an interpretive reading

of this episode in the film. A symbol that once held deep religious meaning — the

crucifix — is revealed to represent not God but an ideology that has been imposed

1The concept of the zombie is particularly apt here when we consider the way that the zombie,
once culturally specific to the Caribbean, has been taken up and reworked by Hollywood.
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on these men by society. Frank, by leaving the church and finally leaving New

York, is able to escape; Tony, who makes a point of putting on his cross, is still tied

to these corrupted symbols. By quoting this moment in the film, similarly, Larraı́n

is drawing attention to the way that such symbols, transported through the screen,

come to represent corrupted and corrupting ideologies. In this case Mama and Papa

might stand in for the Pinochet regime and Hollywood, imposing a fantasy against

which you have no defense. As viewers we are empowered to locate and extract

these meanings from the film. This is the active interpretation of living texts.

Raúl, however, does not share our interpretive powers. Because he does not

speak English, he is prevented from understanding the dialogue that surrounds the

crucifix. But it is not just language and literacy that prevent understanding. Despite

the fact that the crucifix, as a visual symbol, is at least as resonant in Chile as it is in

the United States, Raúl seems unable to comprehend its meaning. It is as though in

Pablo Larraı́n’s conception of transnational cinema, the very fact of its movement

into Chile were enough for Saturday Night Fever to lose its viability as a live and

interpretable text. Already made soulless by its transnational relocation, it is no

longer available for textual poaching. Instead, Raúl is only able to read the film

literally: he sees the crucifix and he wants one for himself.

At this moment, Raúl is transformed from a reader of text to a disseminator

of ideologies. Driven by his desire to have a cross, he sets out to kill Goyo’s friend

and steal the necklace for himself. For Goyo’s friend, the cross may have had

some symbolic meaning; in Raúl’s hands, it is just part of a costume. Thus Raúl’s

act of murder amounts to the stripping away of meaning; the extermination of the

textual landscape. The fact that he is competing with the military police to commit

this murder suggests that Raúl’s violence and the violence of the regime are the

same. In both cases, they deny readers, consumers, or citizens the right to produce
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meaning.

We see this with particular brutality in Raúl’s final visit to the cinema. Sat-

urday Night Fever has been replaced by Grease; Raúl steals a ticket to the new film,

and is instantly disappointed. His response is to go upstairs to the projection room

and murder the projectionist and the ticket seller. To interpret this scene, it might be

worth comparing it to another cinematic projection room: that of Guiseppe Torna-

tore’s 1987 Italian film Cinema Paradiso. In Pierre Sorlin’s study of Italian cinema

he describes Tornatore’s film as part of a moment in the 1980s when filmmakers,

disillusioned by the failures of the communist movement in Italy, turned to nostalgic

depictions of the cinema. These movies remember film as “a dream-machine full of

mystery and enthusiasm, kindness and illusion, which in the past had offered prodi-

gious vistas, and let strange animals stroll beneath evergreen trees” (160). Storlin

emphasizes that in these nostalgic depictions of cinema, everyone in the theater

— from the projectionist to the moviegoers — shares in the common, sentimental

experience of romantic love.

For this group of Italian filmmakers, the movie theater thus stands for the

development of shared values and the construction of a community. In contrast,

for Raúl the theater is the place where he develops his psychopathic obsession and

where he is indoctrinated by the culture industry. By killing the projectionists,

he murders not just revolutionary ideas, but also the possibility of culture. When

Raúl steps behind the scenes into the projection room he reconfigures episodes from

films like Cinema Paradiso. By killing the projectionist, Raúl symbolically destroys

the cultural production of meaning and community through art. The irony is that

by the time Raúl arrives at the projectionist room, high-brow art has long since

disappeared from among the cinema’s feature films. Raúl’s only film references are

Saturday Night Fever and Grease.
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In place of the cinema with its heavy red curtains and its powers of trans-

formation, we are left with the television studio where Tony Manero both begins

and ends. The television studio is the site of localized media power, the place

where Chilean consumers have the chance to compete against the imposed ideolo-

gies of Hollywood. Raúl attends two competitions at the studio: first (accidentally)

a look-alike competition for Chuck Norris, later (intentionally) the same competi-

tion for Tony Manero. In this context, rather than empowering local consumers, the

studio functions instead as another tool for the reproduction and dissemination of

oppressive ideologies. The bureaucratic landscape of the studio evokes political

bureaucracy, while Raúl’s interview is reminiscent of an interrogation. In the array

of Tony Manero look-alikes we see the homogenizing effect of popular culture; the

gifts given to the winners become symbols of capitalist production. These men, and

their fans, sell their identities for a blender.

The would-be contestants who come to the Chilean television studio can be

seen as mimic men. I use the term mimic conscientiously, hoping to evoke both

Platonic and Bhabhaian implications. The men who compete are artists undergoing

a process of mimesis by which they attempt to reflect not life but art, like Plato’s

dangling chain of magnetic men. They are judged by the masses according to the

degree to which they approximate their model. But their model is first Chuck Nor-

ris, then Tony Manero; they are mimicking not some sort of platonic ideal, but the

flashiest fantasies of U.S. popular culture. In Bhabha’s concept of mimicry, it car-

ries subversive potential as colonial subjects attempt to break into state politica and

cutlural hierarchies (Bhabha 126). In Tony Manero, on the other hand, attempting

to be like a John Travolta character threatens neither the cultural nor political au-

thority of the culture industry. While Bhabha’s mimic men attempt to perform the

role of the people in power, Raúl is mimicking a pop-culture icon with no political
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or social pretentions. In the context of popular culture, colonial or geopolitical

hierarchies are revealed to produce an empty cycle of inauthenticity.

When Raúl joins the other Tony Maneros at the dance studio, he finds his

place in a community of colonial mimics, near-perfect replicas of the hegemonic

culture (and its ideology) passed down from the United States. In the competition

hosted by the studio, we can see once again how Saturday Night Fever as a com-

plex and multivalent film is reduced to a singular meaning. To be the “Chilean Tony

Manero,” these men do not have to embody Tony Manero’s marginalized place in

society, his complex sexual and gender identity, his misogyny, his violence, his

courage or his compassion. They do not, as Raúl’s example makes obvious, need to

share John Travolta’s sex appeal. Perhaps most interestingly, they are not expected

to exhibit any high level of dance prowess, skill that Samantha Carroll describes as

the key to earning power and respect within a fan community (188). It is necessary,

however, that they have purchased the appropriate costume, and that they can dupli-

cate Tony Manero’s dance style, if not his technique. The version of Tony Manero

being mimicked at the television studio is a character stripped of soul or personality,

defined instead by consumer goods (costume) and by stylized self-presentation.

The final episode of Tony Manero reveals the consequences of this kind of

vacant mimicry. Just prior to the television competition, Raúl is readying himself

at home when the police arrive at the restaurant to interrogate Pauli and Goyo for

subversive activities. Protected by his friends, who deny his existence, Raúl sneaks

out a window and flees to the television studio. On one level, this scene is about

the misplacement of justice. Raúl’s violent crimes go unpunished while Goyo and

Pauli’s fliers put them at risk of death or “disappearance.” In Raúl’s visit to the

movie studio, however, he enacts a different kind of vanishing act. His identity and

his home are erased, as if permanently. In their place he puts on the hollow identity
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of Tony Manero and is enveloped by the homogenous crowd. He escapes the police,

but in doing so he disappears himself, joining an army of colonial mimics who can

do nothing but dance passable disco.
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Part 4: Vernacular Dance

On opening night of the Saturday Night Fever performance,1 Goyo stands

on the makeshift stage and introduces “El Tony Manero nacional y su cuerpo de

baile.” With a flick of his wrist he sets the disco ball spinning, then slips backstage

and the show begins. By using the word nacional, Goyo treats the performance

as part of a national identity project. One line of interpretation here suggests that,

as in the television studio, Raúl is a national symbol because he is the best mimic

of foreign, hegemonic culture. In this scenario, a good Chilean is one who can

“Travoltar” (to use the excellent Brazilian verb) (Muniz de Albuquerque Júnior,

Ceballos, and Hallewel 141). The radical gap between the troop’s performance and

Travolta’s can thus be understood in Bhabhain terms as more evidence of the dif-

ference and inadequacy of the Other. This difference is inscribed in Raúl’s aging

body, unable to replicate the disco dance moves. It appears in his imperfect chore-

ography and in his imperfect timing, according to which the other dancers become

amateurs or children. And it can be seen in the staging itself, the obviously inade-

quate strobe light floor and the handcrafted disco ball that Wilma’s son spins with a

stick throughout the performance. These inadequacies point to the impoverishment

of Chilean economic and cultural production. The fact that Raúl’s violence is what

gives the troupe access even to these inadequate materials reveals the trouble ethical

problems underlying the production.

The failure of this performance points more broadly to the failure of Holly-

wood culture to produce a coherent sense of collective identity in Chile. Despite

the performance’s efforts towards homogeneity, what we observe is the reassertion

1I will be using the terms “Saturday Night Fever performance,” “You Should be Dancing perfor-
mance” and also “Rals performance” to refer to the show that Ral, Cuny, Pauli and Goyo put on at
Wilmas restaurant.
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of each dancer’s unique stylistic method. Raúl’s younger rival Goyo, whose flam-

boyant dancing verges on gender deviance, shines against the backdrop of the other

performers. The misplaced romanticism of Raúl’s lover Cuny is similarly apparent

in the ballet-like grace of her disco moves. Cuny’s daughter Pauli is consistently

a half-beat behind the others, making her appear both juvenile and passive at the

same time. And Raúl’s near-comedic failure to replicate Tony Manero’s swagger,

charm, youth, and sexual prowess, brings into stark relief the level of his delusions.

It is tempting to interpret this diversity as evidence that the dance floor can

function as a space for individual self-expression in the face of a homogenizing

culture industry. In other contexts, as for example the discotheques of New Jer-

sey, disco’s homogeneity served to bring together otherwise disparate groups . As

I described earlier, ethnographic reports describe normally disparate social groups

sharing the floor to dance disco. In Saturday Night Fever, Travolta’s character gives

up his first place prize in the dance competition to a couple of so-called ‘spics be-

cause they are the better dancers, recognizing that the code of the dance floor breaks

down ethnic stereotypes . But in Tony Manero, the reassertion of individuality on

the disco floor only draws attention to the laughable inadequacy of the artistic ef-

fort. Furthermore, the family’s inability to come together under the homogeneity

of the dance performance is a precursor to the subsequent collapse of their commu-

nity. The sexual betrayals that occur that evening, and the political betrayals of the

following day, highlight the inadequacy not just of the performance but of Saturday

Night Fever as a unifying force.

Previously, I interpreted the performance at the television studio as a case of

mimicry. We see this same kind of mimicry at work among the (real life) members

of Chile’s cultural elite who partied at Disco Hollywood. The aforementioned El

Mercurio article describes women dressed in skin-tight satin pants and skirts, lycra
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stockings, and high heels; men in expensive imported shoes and colorful velvet

pants. “Era tan fea esa moda... Pero glamorosa, y habı́a una actitud irreverente,

divertida,” the article recalls, in language that echoes descriptions of the U.S. disco

scene. This is Bhabha’s “Difference that is almost nothing but not quite,” and it

bears an accompanying menace — “difference that is almost total but not quite”

(Bhabha 131). By trying to recreate U.S. popular culture abroad, the Chilean disco

dancers bring into question the value of the North American culture industry, even

as they draw attention to their own position as imperial subjects. The same cannot

be said of Raúl’s show. The difference of his performance is so radical that it

does not come close to threatening the authority of the original. Disco as a North

American symbol of popular culture remains indifferent to Raúl’s performance, as

does the disco mimicry of the Chilean cultural elite. The fact that the dancers are

complete unplugged from the culture industry only serves to accent their isolation

and the ephemeral nature of their performance.

As long as we continue to interpret Raúl’s performance in terms of mimicry,

it can only serve, at best, as failure taken to the extreme. An alternative reading

of the scene, however, allows the performers to follow de Certeau in subverting

dominant ideologies “not by rejecting or altering them, but by using them with

respect to ends and references foreign to the system they [have] no choice but to

accept” (xiii). In this case, although the music and the dance moves are duplicates

of those performed by John Travolta, the necessary relocation of the event onto a

small restaurant stage produces an environment with a distinctly different audience

that holds the performance to a different set of criteria, effectively transforming a

poor imitation into a success. Despite what I have described as its shortcomings,

Raúl’s performance not only draws a full house; it also earns cheers, clapping, and

a rousing ovation at the end. Counting money after the show, Wilma observes that
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there was not enough food to feed the audience. The show exceeded expectations,

an excess that leads to its subsequent downfall.

What is the significance of this apparent success? We could continue with

an earlier line of analysis and interpret the scene, as Adorno and Horkheimer might,

as evidence of the absolute dissemination of Hollywood hegemony such that even

the local theatrical audience is seduced by it. It is hard to imagine, however, that

these viewers, immersed as they were in Hollywood production values, would have

been unable to recognize the qualitative gap between Raúl and Travolta, copy and

original. Instead, I argue that the audience sought a different form of entertainment

from the dancers than they would have sought from the film. Divorced from modern

means of cultural reproduction (there is no camera or other recording device), this

production is similarly severed from governmental control and from Hollywood’s

hegemony. Transported away from the brand-new, transnational space of the dis-

cotheque and into the more traditional space of the restaurant stage, the performance

becomes part of a longer tradition of dance performance — what Idelber Avelar and

Christopher Dunn, writing about music, call the maintenance and development of

cultural lineage through recoding and mixing (3).

If we were to follow the construction that Samantha Carroll uses in her ar-

ticle about swing dancing, we might imagine this performance as a return to the

vernacular. In Carroll’s model, vernacular dance is “everyday cultural production”

that brings together (in hybrid form) both traditional forms and modern influences.

Writing about swing dance in the 1920s —1940s, she describes how it appeared in

the private sphere as an African American “counter public” to the white-dominated

mass media. But Carroll encounters more trouble when she tries to describe the

1980s dance revival in terms of the vernacular. This revival was shaped by media

forms (old footage, films) controlled by the dominant cultural powers; the people
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involved in the swing dance revival, furthermore, were members of the relatively

privileged white middle class, like Carroll herself. Because of the mediating influ-

ence of hegemonic culture and the appropriation of these forms by less marginalized

groups, Carroll struggles despite herself to identify resistant or subversive cultural

production within the swing dance revival. We encounter the same problem with

Tony Manero. Transmitted through Hollywood and picked up by a poor, white,

Chilean dance troop, the return to a North American vernacular form is unlikely.

Raúl and his troupe lack the cultural context to imagine a more textured experience

of disco than the one that has been passed down to them. Caught up in their own

family drama, they also lack the creative resources to invent a new disco vernacular,

as has been done in other parts of the world. (See, for example, Balinese disco, or

the Korean pop band T-ara’s album John Travolta Wannabee).

Michel de Certeau insists, however, that by adapting the dominant cultural

economy “to their own interests and their own rules” ordinary people can in fact

behave subversively. In this case, the subversive qualities of the dance performance

are located first in what has been referred to as musical “matching.” This term

comes from theories of karaoke (described by Tru Mitsui and Shhei Hosokawa in

their book Karaoke Around the World) in which singers “match” their voices to that

of the celebrity they are emulating. Here the dancers similarly “match” their bodies

to those of their North American models. What makes karaoke “matching” differ-

ent from Bhabhaian mimicry is the fact that success in karaoke does not necessarily

depend on the accuracy of the representation. Although many karaoke singers train

for their performances, bad singing is not a sign of failure in the karaoke context,

as Deborah Wong points out in her study of karaoke in Los Angeles. The au-

dience’s enthusiastic reception of Raúl’s dance shows a similar aesthetic at work

here. Furthermore, as Johan Fornäs describes, singing karaoke involves a tempo-
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rary disappearance of the subject within the performance, but that disappearance

allows for the simultaneous reassertion of the self within the web of mass media

(129-130). Similarly, although the self-expression of the individual performers in

the You Should Be Dancing performance mars its mimetic success, it also creates a

space for multiple reinterpretations of disco within the local context. Goyo’s flam-

boyant dancing, for example, reminds us that disco is also an international symbol

of the gay community, if an often disavowed one. In contrast to John Travolta’s in-

sistent heterosexuality, Goyo’s performance of Travolta separates the dance from its

transnational ideology and asserts a marginal interpretation. Importantly, however,

the dancers don’t have to fall into explicitly marginal categories (like homosexual)

in order to be subversive. As de Certeau writes, though in a somewhat different

context, “marginality is today no longer limited to minority groups” (xvii). Each

member of the dance troop has reason to be subversive.

The space of the restaurant, like the space of the karaoke bar described

by Mitsui and Hosokawa, creates further context for a subversive interpretation

of Larraı́n’s Saturday Night Fever performance. Each member of the dance troop

performs a singular interpretation of disco dancing; collectively, they produce a

performance that, though intended sincerely, functions differently from both Tony

Manero’s performances at 2001 Odyssey, and Saturday Night Fever as a Hollywood

film. The restaurant performance takes place in a space that is both public and do-

mestic, including families. Although this audience cannot be as participatory as the

audience in a karaoke bar (where audience members are expected to become per-

formers as well), Raúl jumps off the stage and sashays through the crowd, breaking

down the barrier between dancer and observer and encouraging the audience to

make participatory gestures. By clapping along, catcalling, waving their hands, and

making rudimentary dance moves from their seats, the audience reflects upon and
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participates in the performance.

Raúl’s audience is apparently judging the performance under different crite-

ria from the standards of Hollywood or the television studio. This can itself be read

as a subversive gesture, because it reasserts local standards of taste in opposition

to those imposed from above. This localized taste seems to delight in success and

failure alike — enthusiasm increases both when Raúl appears on stage, and also

when he fails to perform the dance move that he had been working on all week. It

embraces the standardized disco beats, but also appreciates the individual perform-

ers. Perhaps most significantly, it turns disco dancing back into a community event,

the very opposite of the isolating scene at the cinema.

Responding to Foucault’s Discipline and Punish, de Certeau writes, “If it is

true that the grid of ‘discipline’ is everywhere becoming clearer and more extensive,

it is all the more urgent to discover how an entire society resists being reduced to

it, what popular procedures manipulate the mechanisms of discipline and conform

to them only in order to evade them” (xiv). I share de Certeau’s urgency in my

search for resistance in Tony Manero, a film in which the references to governmental

violence and oppression makes the grid of discipline all too obvious. As he points

out, the stakes in this interpretive approach are high.

My pursuit of resistance, nonetheless, is only partially successful. In the

final dance performance, the cinematography positions the viewer in the crowd, as

if we too could participate in this communal experience, and share in the resistant

reappropriation of a Hollywood text. The camera angle, however, results in a claus-

trophobic shot that effectively closes in on the viewer, cutting off peripheral vision

and producing an atmosphere of uncertainty and paranoia. This is, of course, the

atmosphere of the police state. When the police arrive at the restaurant the next day,

they transform the space into a site of political violence. Between Goyo’s subver-
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sive flyers and Raúl’s murders, there is sufficient reason for judicial intervention in

the household; instead, however, it is Cuny’s jealousy of her daughter that leads to

the destruction of the community by governmental force. If we return to Adorno’s

theories of the culture industry that opened this essay, we can interpret this as evi-

dence that Cuny, like Raúl, has become another appendage of the industry and the

state. To use Adorno’s language, Cuny’s effort to express her individual will be-

comes, in itself, a manifestation of hegemonic ideology (100). When individuality

and self-expression cease to be forms of resistance and become, instead, means of

compliance, then the effectiveness of resistant reading is diminished.
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Part 5: Conclusions

Tony Manero hints at the possibility of the resistant appropriation of mass

culture from within a politically and socially oppressive context. I have argued

that Raúl’s dance choreography and individual performance, by bringing Saturday

Night Fever into a local space, functions as an ostensibily communal experience

that reasserts local aesthetics in opposition to Hollywood’s ideological hegemony.

It successfully negotiates the dual ideological traps of tradition (now “owned” by

Pinochet) and popular culture (trademarked by Hollywood) to produce a form of

entertainment that is local, communal, and financially viable. By naming Raúl

the “Tony Manero nacional,” furthermore, Goyo positions this performance as a

form of nation-building that should be encouraging to anyone who has faith in the

possibility of empowered consumers and local cultural production.

What is clear from this film, however, is that Pablo Larraı́n does not have

faith in empowered consumers. The cinematography of the final performance posi-

tions the viewer among the audience, as if we too could become part of this com-

munal experience, and share in an act of resistant reading . I argue here that Larraı́n

denies this resistance both within the film and for his audience. In the film, naı̈ve

fantasies about the possibility of social resistance are cruelly crushed when the po-

lice arrive at the restaurant. Goyo’s flyers are ostensibly the cause of this intrusion,

but the consequence of this intervention will be, more broadly, the destruction of

the dance troupe community. . At the very tables where the audience cheered for

Raúl the night before, the police call the community together in a scene that prefig-

ures the arrival of political violence and the subsequent collapse of the community.

Only Raúl, finally taking on the role of mimic (almost but not quite) survives. He

escapes the police by disappearing into the mass of Tony Manero mimics, but in
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doing so, he effectively completes the violent work of the state.

On a higher plane, Tony Manero is constructed in a way that denies its audi-

ence the pleasures of resistant reading. In her study of cinematic reflections on the

dictatorship of Latin America, Laura Podalsky describes how genre has been used

to avoid a direct confrontation with the past. She writes that these films reinforce

what we know about the present through a predictable retelling of the past (65). By

positioning itself within a generic frame, Tony Manero suggests this kind of safe

and entertaining mobilization of history. There is a reason that the DVD blurb calls

it a zombie movie: the film’s premise (a psychopathic killer obsessed with Saturday

Night Fever) suggests a genre mashup — part thriller, part romance. This evocation

of genre promises a safe and entertaining way of viewing the dictatorial past.

The reality of Tony Manero denies the expectations evoked by its generic

play. As Xan Brooks writes in his film review in The Guardian: “How many ac-

tual laughs are there in Tony Manero, a Chilean black comedy about one man’s

obsession with Saturday Night Fever? Probably not that many.” Brooks cites two

moments that he thinks might be funny (Raúl defecating on Goyo’s suit, and Raúl

killing the projectionist) but even here the comedy seems doubtful. More signifi-

cantly, the moments that ought to be funny, such as the culminating dance scene,

are decidedly unfunny. In place of laughter we are faced with a realism in which

dreams of comedy and textual poaching seem very far away.

At first glance, this seems to encourage resistant reading by replacing shal-

low cultural production with a deeper and darker artistic project. We might treat this

as an empowering move. Perhaps Larraı́n’s faith is in high art, as opposed to mass

media; perhaps it is the absolute absence of high-brow culture from Raúl’s environ-

ment that makes resistance futile. If this is the case, then Tony Manero implicates

its audience in its critique of Hollywood. The film denies our desire for playful
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entertainment, offering in its place the insistent, repetitive, and ultimately claustro-

phobic assertion that entertainment is oppressive and even violent. Our desire to be

entertained, it seems, is oppressive too.

During the development of this article, No, the final installment in Larraı́n’s

trilogy about the Pinochet regime, was released. The film has garnered critical

acclaim, and its Oscar nomination (for best Foreign Language Film) brought its

director’s unique revisions of the past even further into the popular eye, particularly

in North America. The film, which takes place ten years after Tony Manero, is

about the ad agency that produced the “No” campaign during the 1988 plebiscite.

Like the earlier film, it juxtaposes an excessively buoyant mass-mediated cultural

production with its politically troubling context. The relevance of the film for this

article, however, is its heavy-handed insistence on the continuing dominance of

mass culture over Chilean society. While in Tony Manero Pinochet’s regime seems

to use Saturday Night Fever as a tool for ideological dissemination, in No the regime

comes across as little more than a tool of the ad agencies. The regime comes and

goes; the imperial power of the culture industry remains.

As a popular film, of course, No is itself a participant in global media cul-

ture, particularly given the impact of its Oscar nomination. This draws attention to

an uneasy tension implicit in Tony Manero. I wrote earlier that Tony Manero teases

its audience with promises of popular entertainment, only to offer up for consump-

tion a dark meditation on Chilean cultural identity (to paraphrase Steven Holden).

I suspect, however, that in the international and indie film circuit, cultural expecta-

tions lean towards this second kind of production, particularly in the case of a South

American film. In such a context, dictatorship sells. Larraı́n’s films thus participate

in a market in which elite filmmakers vie for media power and ideological control,

a market against which, according to the logic of Tony Manero, there is no chance
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of resistance.
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